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- Convert and rename images; - Change colors, effects and other parameters; - Adjust crop, resize and other parameters; - Add
watermarks (image overlay, text watermark, overlay mask, add rectangle); - Create slideshow and PDF picture; - Take a snapshot
(full screen or region); - Save the list or script; - Add a background; - Set frames for images; - Distribute images over several
folders; - Split picture into several parts; - Create ZIP archive; - Extract ZIP archive; - Share images on the Internet; - Auto adjust
picture exposure and white balance; -... and so on Modify EXIF metadata of multiple images in batches... A simple, yet powerful,
batch image manipulation software for Windows XP/Vista/7. The software helps you quickly modify EXIF metadata of multiple
pictures, such as changing the date, time, image resolution, camera name, and more... The software reads the EXIF data from the
selected images then modify the required parameters... The software is designed for both professional and casual users, with the
function of the latter that supports reading and modifying more than images at a time. Photo Editor Editions - let you edit and
manage your photos, be it a novice or an expert (besides saving, you can also crop, flip, rotate and resize pictures, or even even
filter them out). - you can add text watermark, overlay mask, add rectangle, and more, as well as cropping and resizing, within a
specified area - The software is extremely easy to use, and you can easily add a watermark with only a few clicks, whereas you can
quickly handle your pictures through the program interface - one of the best digital photo editors - A wide variety of... Xtralife
Sniping is a sniper simulation/shooter developed by xTralife in collaboration with Zedz Games (the developer of Sniping 3D).
This exciting shooter is not only a realistic simulator, but also a fun game. At your disposal: - Several high-quality maps, among
which the most famous and famous maps from the original Sniping 3D. - Weapons ranging from the sniper rifles to pistols and
grenades. - Incredible graphics - High-quality sound (the game was recorded with a voice recording). - Addictive game play. - A
lot of different game modes, including

FotoBatch Product Key Full [Mac/Win]

You can organize your images in an easy-to-use program interface, perform batch conversion, rename and a lot more. FotoBatch
enables you to: * Import images from HDD, JPG, BMP, PNG and other files; * Process images with multiple effects; * Apply
basic and advanced transformations; * Take a snapshot and a series of images to create a slideshow, PDF, picture in a file or to
save the batch list; * Watermark and combine files; * Add text watermarks; * Play videos as a slideshow; * Process images as
archive, change the image size; * Organize images; * Take a screenshot; * Make a batch list; * Apply a template; * Set the
properties of the image; * Change a lot more parameters. FotoBatch Key Features: * Convert more than one file at once; *
Compare multiple files of the same type; * Rename multiple files of the same type; * Automatically add a prefix or suffix to the
file name; * Rename pictures; * Organize your pictures in an easy-to-use program interface; * Change the overall picture quality;
* Use different effects; * Adjust colors; * Apply various adjustments to the picture; * Add a border; * Print your picture; *
Converts JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF, ICO and other files to several formats; * Adds icons to the Windows XP OS; * Take a snapshot
of the entire screen, a region of the screen, a window, and more; * Make a slideshow of your image collection; * Make a single
image into a PDF, JPG, BMP, PNG and a lot more; * Resize images of both photos and videos; * Changes the image size; *
Adding watermarks to images; * Adding text watermarks; * Making a batch list of image files; * Edit the batch list; * Editing
properties of pictures; * Adding a template; * Select templates; * Apply a template to a batch list; * Set the format of the image; *
Change a lot more parameters. FotoBatch Requirements: * Windows XP/Vista/7/8, 32-bit, and 64-bit; *.NET Framework 4.0; *
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- Import images from file browser, treeview, or "drag and drop" method (Note: you need to select images in the file browser on
the project page); - Convert images to BMP, JPG, GIF, PNG, ICO, and other formats by setting filter and effect properties; -
Rename files (for example, set the prefix and suffix); - Adjust colors (auto contrast, gamma, brightness, grayscale, saturation, hue,
saturation, brightness, contrast, sharpen, emboss, spray, blur, drop shadow, add rectangle, add edge, auto trim, flip, crop, resize,
rotate); - Add text watermark, image overlay, overlay mask, and text watermark; - Create a slideshow, PDF or ASCII picture; -
Take a snapshot (full screen or region); - Save the script or batch list; - More! How to Install? Download FotoBatch 5.8, click on
the DOWNLOAD button, extract the.ZIP to your desktop and open the folder FotoBatch 5.8. After that, double-click the
FotoBatch icon and run it. How to Use? After the installation completed, you can find "FotoBatch" in the start-up manager. You
can start the program and then import images by using the file browser, treeview or "drag and drop" method. When your pictures
are loaded and you open the batch list, you can use left mouse button to "drag and drop" images to batch list. On the batch list, you
can perform various operations, including converting, renaming, transforming, adding watermark, image overlay, text watermark,
mask, and rectangle, saving pictures to various formats. FotoBatch - Batch Photo Editor & NLO Editor FotoBatch - Batch Photo
Editor & NLO Editor is a powerful image manipulation tool for Windows. It can batch convert images to JPG, PNG, BMP and
GIF formats, batch rename and edit images, create slideshows, create PDFs, convert to grayscale, emboss, gradient and more.
FotoBatch - Batch Photo Editor & NLO Editor is simple and easy to use, and you don't need any programming or graphic skills to
use it. FotoBatch - Batch Photo Editor & NLO Editor is a powerful

What's New in the FotoBatch?

FotoBatch is a multi-functional image editor that offers a wide range of powerful features to enhance any picture. It is the most
comprehensive image management tool, and has been optimized for Windows XP, Vista, 7, and 8. FotoBatch Features: Over 100
functions, including BMP, JPG, GIF, PNG, and ICO file format conversions; Batch mode; Batch saving, resizing, and cropping;
Batch adding multiple watermarks; Batch slideshow creation; Batch masking; Rotation and flip; Image editing (e.g. Auto contrast,
Hue, Saturation, Gamma, Brightness, Auto color, Auto color Gamma, Contrast, Levels); Cropping (Auto crop, Cut, Cut and paste,
Cut from top, Cut from bottom, Cut, Crop); Image Adjustment (Auto focus, Auto sharpen, Auto brightness, Auto Contrast, Auto
Contrast, Auto Color, Color Balance, Brightness, Gamma, Auto Gray, Auto Color Gray, Sharpen); Image Filters (e.g. Crystal
effects, Retro effects, Tint, Out of focus, Pure FX, Bokeh, Drop shadow, Color Sketch, Color FX, Natural FX, Graphic Effects,
Impressive FX, Masquerade FX, Posterizer FX, Scratcher FX, Gradient FX, Shine FX, High Contrast FX, Noise FX, and Dodge
FX); Image Effects (e.g. Poster, Emboss, Shadow, Emboss Texture, Drop Shadow, Spray, Texture, Wood, Flip, Pixelate, Noise,
Embossing, Emboss Texture, Cross, Linear Wipes, Wipe FX, Camera Shake, Spatter FX, Groove FX, Diamond FX, Magnify,
Zoom, Polaroid, De-color, Blur FX, Sponge FX, Zoom FX, Pool FX, Camera FX, Warm FX, Thumbnail, Aura FX, Impressive
FX, Golden FX, and Glow FX); Image Masking (e.g. Auto overlay, Text watermark, Border, Border and watermark, Add
rectangle, Rectangle, Jpg Watermark, JPEG watermark, Bmp Watermark, Bmp Watermark, Bmp Watermark, Bmp Watermark,
Enlarge, Resize, Scale, Scale and crop, Rotate, Flip, Horizontal, Vertical, X, Y, Sharpening, Move, Crop to size, Zoom in, Zoom
out, Sharpen, Auto
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP2 or Windows 7 SP1 Processor: Pentium IV, Athlon 64, Core 2 Duo, Core 2
Extreme or Celeron at 2.16GHz Memory: 2GB RAM (for Windows 7) Graphics: DirectX 9.0c-compatible with HD or higher-
resolution display DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard drive space: 20GB available space for installation Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c
compatible
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